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The Shape of Things to Come

UO Stands to Gain
In Registration;
Needs More Room
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350,000 will be available per student.
lustrate his talk, and will suggest
Not until the completion of the worth-while books and
350.000
magazines
Oregon higher education today
300.000 proposed ten year building program
dealing with his subject. The talk
era. With a tremendous
population increase, and enrollments
TOTAL.
$12,175,000 will the physical facilities of higher is
open to all students.
double the prewar peak, higher education faces many challenging
The University request covers a education be sufficient to meet>curand complex problems.
science building, building additions rent requirements.
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body population has
kept abreast of population increases. From a peak
prewar student body of 3,705
the university has grown to a
postwar peak of 6,149,
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cent increase in the Duck brood.
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to remain around the 17,000 level
until about 1957, and then rise to
approximately 22,000 in 1960 with
the influx of war babies.

Enrollment Grows
This would increase the Duckling
brood in Eugene to between 7,200
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able per student.
This represents only 81 per cent
of the space required to meet essential minimum standards. A 24
per cent increase in classroom, laboratory and office space is needed
to meet current requirements.
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Three
major exhibitions are
scheduled for the Little Art Gallery
in the Art school for spring term,
according to Mark Sponenburgh,
art instructor.
“Early American Xrts and
Will
Room Crafts,’’ the first exhibit, will be
This emergency building pro- shown from April 12 to 24, and is
gram will still leave the University being gathered in this area by J. D.
below the essential minimum rec- Hatch, Visiting professor of art.
ommended by the Commission on This will be followed by a traveling group called “A survey of
«
American Sculpture,” and will be
1,649,000
made up of material from the Mu.in 1948
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seum of Modern Art in New York,
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be supplemented by
sculpture from the leading Ameri-
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clude F. L. Stetson, professor of
education and executive secretary
Northwest Association of
of the

Colleges and Secondary schools;
professor of education
and president of the Northwest
Curricula society which is meeting
in Spokane; P. B. Jacobson, dean
of the school of education, and R.
G. Langston, assistant professor
H. B. Wood,

of education.

Principal speakers at the meeting will be Robert N. Hutchens,
president, University of Chicago;
can museums illustrating the prinof
the
Harold Benjamin, dean
cipaal periods from 1700 to the school of education, University of
present. This exhibition will begin Maryland, and Professor Ethel Alwith a formal opening on the evenpenfels, New York university.
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ing of May 4, and will run through
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May 22.
The “Art School Annual,” exhibi- Float Parade
Higher Education to meet current tion of work done by students in
Pairings for the Junior weekend
the school, v/ill open June 11 and
needs and requirements.
float parade will be discussed at a
To bring the physical plants of run through the summer.
meeting Thursday at the Alpha
state institutions up to adequate
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Every living organization has
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been requested by Patterson to
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All connected with the Universi- send a representative to the meetty are invited' to attend.
ing.
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The present high postwar enrollments are not temporary freaks buildings. Including temporary
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$24,000,000 Program Will Help
Essential minimum
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155 square feet

NECESSARY SPACE per Student Recommended by President’s Commission
Higher Education.
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System of Higher Education.
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